
Quaker Chemical's QUINTOLUBRIC(R) Longwall Fluids Block the Growth of Damaging Bacteria

June 17, 2009

CONSHOHOCKEN, Pa., June 17 /PRNewswire/ -- Bacteria can live in longwall hydraulic fluid, consuming portions of the longwall fluid in their growth,
which lowers product performance. Bacteria feed on the emulsifiers used in semi-synthetic and soluble oil type fluids, which destabilize the emulsion
resulting in emulsion bleed or oil split. Split longwall emulsions reduce fluid lubricity. Separated or split fluids can also cause other problems, including
component corrosion and solenoid valve malfunction. "Our QUINTOLUBRIC(R) hydraulic fluids protect longwall equipment by dramatically blocking
the growth of damaging bacteria, therefore increasing production time and reducing maintenance," says Peter Skoog, Quaker's Fluid Power Technical
Manager.

Simple preventive measures can minimize microbiological growth in longwall hydraulic fluids, and as a result can protect longwall equipment from
harmful bacteria. Quaker's advanced technological know-how enables this global leader in specialty chemicals to offer longwall fluid maintenance to
customers, including regular sampling of longwall fluid in its laboratories for concentration, pH and microbiological populations. "A strong maintenance
program can go a long way in keeping a longwall system up and running," notes Skoog, "Quaker's QUINTOLUBRIC(R) hydraulic fluids have helped
customers keep their solenoids corrosion-free and their filters unplugged, as well as helped to eliminate worker infections." Quaker's
QUINTOLUBRIC(R) Longwall fluids, proven for over 30 years in mines worldwide, protect equipment by blocking the growth of damaging bacteria.
Quaker also offers gear lubricant and water soluble grease under the MineTech(TM) and Assembly Compound brand names. Quaker will be exhibiting
these product lines at the Longwall USA Show booth No. 805 in Pittsburgh, PA June 16th -18th.

Photos available upon request: Before using QUINTOLUBRIC and after using QUINTOLUBRIC

Quaker Chemical Corporation is a leading global provider of process chemicals, chemical specialties, services, and technical expertise to a wide
range of industries - including steel, automotive, mining, aerospace, tube and pipe, coatings, and construction materials. Our products, technical
solutions, and chemical management services enhance our customers' processes, improve their product quality, and lower their costs. Quaker's
headquarters is located near Philadelphia in Conshohocken, Pennsylvania.
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